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Basic Strategic Planning for
Nonprofits

The goal of this training is to provide you with Strategic Planning strategy that will empower you to best help
your organization.  The materials are to
provide organization with methodologies to define and implement organizational objectives.
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Question to ask at the beginning:
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   Is my organization READY to respond to the challenges faced by current conditions (changing community dynamics, funding, regulations and reporting requirements, staffing levels, etc.?)
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   Has my organization a supportive foundation from which to grow?
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   Is my organization ready to move to another level?


One of the most useful ways to determine how well an organization is positioned to meet its mission and reach its goals and objectives, is to prepare a Strategic Plan.



















knowledge, etc..
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How to be sure it stays on track (evaluation)
 Another way of looking at a Strategic Planning process – It determines:
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Why the nonprofit exists (purpose, mission statement) file_29.png
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Where the nonprofit wants to be (vision, values and goals)
How it is going to get there
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(strategies & action plans) What is needed (money,
people, building, equipment,


On the next page you will find a questionnaire.  Take a few minutes and complete it for your organization.
Sample Format for Board Evaluation


Name:(optional)
5

Very

Good
4

Good
3

Fair
2

Poor
1

Very

Poor
1
Board members clearly understand the roles and
responsibilities of a Board





2
Board members understand the organization’s mission
and its products and/or programs





3
Nonprofit has clear organizational structure (Board,
officers, committees, CEO and staff)





4
Board has clear goals and actions resulting from relevant
and realistic strategic planning





5
Board attends to policy-related decisions which guide
activities of Board and staff





6
Board receives regular reports on finances/budgets,
products/program performance and other important matters





7
Board helps set fundraising goals and is actively involved
in fundraising





8
Board effectively represents the organization to the
community





9
Board meetings facilitate progress and focus on
important organizational matters





10
Board regularly monitors and evaluates progress toward
strategic goals and product/program performance





11
Board regularly evaluates CEO





12
Board has approved comprehensive personnel policies
which have been reviewed by a qualified professional





13
Each member of the Board feels involved and interested
in the board’s work





14
All necessary skills, stakeholders and diversity are
represented on the Board





Please list the three to five points on which you believe the Board should focus its attention in the next year.  Be as specific as possible in identifying these points.



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.


Board Self-Evaluation1



Boards are accountable to the public to ensure that they are operating in a highly effective fashion.  It’s not unusual for members of a Board to fall into the “same old way of doing things,” an approach that becomes quite stale and even ineffective.  One of the few ways to identify and address the problem is for the board to conduct a self- evaluation.

But a Board should be evaluating itself once a year, whether there are apparent major problems or not.  Members contribute a great deal of time, energy and expertise to the workings of their Board. They deserve to know how they are doing overall. Besides, it’s a little hypocritical for Board members to evaluate the CEO and programs without evaluating the Board itself.

Board evaluation need not take substantial time and energy. Often a little bit of effort can reveal a lot of information about the quality of the Board. All Board members and the Chief Executive, if applicable, can use the following table, to get an impression of how well the Board is doing in meeting its duties. The table is a rather basic form for
board evaluation. But, if the evaluation is conducted wholeheartedly, the form should indicate how the Board is generally doing in conducting its role.

Each member and CEO, if applicable, should complete the form about four weeks before a Board retreat. They attach suggestions about how the Board could get higher ratings for any or all the following 14 considerations.

Ideally, someone from outside the organization receives the completed forms, collates the results and writes a report indicating the number of respondents and the overall ratings for each of the 14 categories. The report also conveys comments provided by respondents, unless they request their comments to be confidential
1 @Authenticity Consulting; all rights reserved
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Planning is important. People do it all throughout their lives. In school if you knew there was a test coming, you had to plan on whether or not to study. If you planed to study each night for one hour prior to the day of the exam, and you
kept to your plan, you would expect to take the test better prepared, resulting in a higher grade.  If you planned to “wing”
it the day of the test and spend the time instead on checking “your face book page” each day for an hour, you might have implemented a plan but your results could be a lower grade.  Having a clear objective - “securing a good grade” for example - will enable you to set up a plan that will help you succeed.

We plan because without it, we might be inclined to spend a great deal of effort going in a variety of directions and we could fail to accomplish what we want to achieve.
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Work with a lack of direction can be frustrating. The Strategic Planning process provides us with a number of benefits that can improve the organization’s performance.


One of the most important benefits is to allow people time to step back and assess the organization and think broadly as to where it will go in the future.
Taking time to properly prepare for a strategic planning process is essential. It requires you to obtain commitments from your Board, your partners and stakeholders, and your management
staff.
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One additional initial step is to prepare an analysis of “where the agency is.” You need to establish a starting point from which to judge whether or not goals are being met
and activities are producing results.





successful plan that will provide a roadmap for the future. The process itself is valuable. It provides a
context as to how the organization got to be where it is. Good successful plans are the result of working through a process that frames the future by looking at the past and understanding the present.


One of the first tasks in the Strategic Planning
process is to review the organization’s Mission
Statement.
 Strategic Planning is as much a process as it is a Plan. There are key steps you go though to produce a
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Do you feel that your mission statement meets the criteria for a good mission statement? Is it clear, concise, easy to remember? From reading the mission statement can you determine what the organization’s purpose is? Does it answer the questions about: who, what, why, for whom and where?  And finally, does it focus
on the purpose or outcomes associated with your organization?


Write your agencies mission statement on the following lines.
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Write down your thoughts on this mission statement.  Does the example meet the criteria for a good mission statement?






















Write down your organization’s vision. If you do not know it, what do you think the vision of your organization is?
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List some words that describe the key values held by your organization.
8

THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL VIEW OF THE DOCUMENT.  
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